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Metal Computer Monitor
Stand Riser with USB 3.0
Hub 19" platform and 3"

height

Special Price

$33.99 was

$39.99
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Short Description

his computer monitor stand is a desk riser and the height under the desk can be up to 3.5 inch. Thus, there
will be a large space for storage while raising the height of the monitor to an ergonomic viewing level. 

Description

This computer monitor stand is a desk riser and the height under the desk can be up to 3.5 inch. Thus, there
will be a large space for storage while raising the height of the monitor to an ergonomic viewing level. You
can put papers, notebooks, cable box, mini speakers and other stuff underneath, making your workstation
tidy.Ergonomic Design for a healthy and comfortable postureAdd nearly 3.0inch to the height of your
computer monitor, so that you have a more comfortable seating posture, help to ease the tension on the
back of your neck and spine

Features

Durable and Solid, can withstand any monitior up to 27 inches. The panel is made of high-quality
aluminum alloy and has a professional reinforcement structure under the panel.
USB 3.0 Ports --- Provides data transferand, features 4 USB 3.0 Hub ports, convenient for connect your
USB devices and get data access to your hard devices, mobile phones,iPad,Kindle and other devices.
Effective monitor raiser —Reducing eye and neck strain and promoting good posture to make working
at your computer easier,perfect for home and office,school,college students,bring more comfort as well
as increase space for computer accessories.

Specifications

Product Name Metal Computer Monitor Stand Riser with USB 3.0 Hub 19"
platform and 3" height

Material Metal

Manufacturer Part Number SY-ACC65100

Color Black

Multipack Quantity 1

Brand IO Crest

Assembled Product Weight 3.00 lb
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Assembled Product Dimensions (L x W x H) 21.00 x 9.00 x 4.00 Inches

Additional Information

Brand SYBA

SKU SY-ACC65100

Weight 3.0000

Color Black

Special Price $33.99


